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Introduction
Provision of housing assistance to individuals and households has long been an activity of
government, particularly since the late-19th Century when the acute misery of the urban
poor began to be revealed by social reformers in Europe and the United States (Harloe
1995). In most Western nations the state intervened directly to supply housing during the
early and mid 20th Century via large bureaucratic institutions. This provision expanded
rapidly after 1945 in many jurisdictions. The costs of major public housing programmes
continued to increase in the late-1960s and critics began to argue that such policies were no
longer fiscally or socially sustainable or necessary. Absolute shortages of housing were
diminishing and with economic growth slowing in the late-1960s, the cost of the welfare
state was increasingly viewed as an excessive drain on public finances. The perceived
inadequacies of the modern architectural principles deployed in many public housing
redevelopment schemes were viewed by many commentators as demonstrating the
inadequacy of state intervention in housing provision.
Since the 1970s, governments have pursued two broad responses to the management of
social housing. The first is to introduce new management methods into social housing
including new institutional forms and targeting of resources. A second response has been
for governments increasingly to rely on housing allowances to provide demand assistance for
housing to low-income households. Together these two general policies have reshaped
housing across in many countries, of which four will be considered in detail in this paper.
The paper argues that while direct state delivery and regulation of social housing may
have been withdrawn in some jurisdictions, in many cases the state retains a dominant
capacity to imagine and define not only housing reality, but also institute this reality through
the institutional and governmental relationships of social housing. The paper questions the
extent to which the state has withdrawn from housing assistance and assesses the changing
comprehension of the state and state activity in housing policy and in government more
generally.
The ‘roll’ of the state
Housing policy does not exist in a vacuum. The changes to social housing programs that
have occurred since the 1970s must be placed in a broader social and economic context.
Prominent among social and economic shifts since the 1970s has been neoliberalism.
Neoliberalism (or neo-classical economics, the ‘new right’, economic rationalism)
encompasses a suite of philosophical and economic theories that have become prominent in
public discourse since the late 1960s (Hayek 1948; Nozick 1974), and which derive much of
their intellectual inspiration from the earlier interest among late-nineteenth century classical
economists and liberal economists (Smith 1970; Mill 1972) with the beneficial operation of
markets.
Neoliberal thought typically holds as its most basic tenet that the most efficient means
for achieving an efficient distribution of social goods and services is through the operation
of markets. This belief in the allocative superiority of markets is accompanied by a sceptical
assessment of government’s abilities to achieve social or collective goals (Bourdieu 1998),
such that governments should refrain from providing public infrastructure and services
(Graham and Marvin 2001), in favour of private agencies (Friedman and Friedman 1981).
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Self (2000) describes three related elements of neoliberal discourse. Economically,
markets are perceived as the most rational means of resource allocation; socially, markets are
conceived as constituting a foundational set of individual rights, responsibilities and
opportunities; and, politically neoliberalism asserts that the state should defer to the market
all functions except those which are most fundamental to the polity, such as law, defence,
policing.
The advent of neoliberalism as a basis for government policy has been noted by
numerous scholars, many of whom report a ‘rolling back’ of the state (Kelsey 1993) as
governments shift allocation decisions to markets, the status of the individual as the basic
social unit is emphasised and provision of goods and services is shifted to the private sector
(Peck and Tickell 2002). Rollback implies that the state has ‘withdrawn’ from the social and
economic spheres. This metaphor implies an absence of the state or a governmental void.
More recently, scholars have argued that new forms of state activity are being ‘rolled out’
under neoliberalism. Peck and Tickell (2002) have argued that earlier perceptions of
neoliberalism as a totalizing political force are now giving way to more nuanced and sensitive
assessments of the changing character of the contemporary neoliberal state. As some
aspects of governmental activity have been withdrawn new types of state activity are being
extended. Peck and Tickell (2002) also argue that geography is strongly influencing how
neoliberalism is being pursued at the regional, national and global scale. Rather than
involving a unidirectional process of governmental change, neoliberalism is being
incorporated and transformed by local and national practices. Historical trajectories, existing
social practices and cultural formations can all potentially influence how neoliberalism is
adopted or pursued.
The particular governmental practices that emerge from this confluence of new doxa and
geography do not necessarily result in a ‘roll back’ of the state; such new forms may also
comprise a ‘roll out’ (Peck and Tickell 2002). In many countries neoliberal housing policies
have brought new managerial and institutional forms that rely on market models for
comprehending welfare and the status of individual recipients of housing assistance (Woods
2000). Doherty (2004) has argued that the ‘roll back’ thesis is not universally applicable in
housing policy, however. In many European nations the application of neoliberal principles
to housing has been often weak or uneven (Blanc 2004; De Decker 2004). Yet elsewhere
neoliberalism has been a strong force in housing policy. New Zealand’s market rents
experiment is a clear example although the general and obvious international shift towards
greater use of demand subsidies (Oxley 1987; Kemp 1997; Ditch et al. 2001; Hulse 2002)
indicates greater governmental deployment of market and individual subjectivities on the
part of assistance recipients. An understanding of developments in contemporary state
policy necessarily requires a recognition of these processes. But this also implies the need
for attentiveness to the governmental characteristics of neoliberal practices.
Governmentality and housing
The notion of ‘governmentality’ proposed by Foucault (1979) has been productively
deployed by a number of scholars to comprehend the advent of neoliberalism and the social
forms that this doctrine has generated. Governmentality theorists argue that modern
societies have undergone a transition from direct forms of state disciplinary control to
indirect methods. Direct hierarchical state regulation has been supplanted by more dispersed
methods of government in which the power of the state is diffused through various
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regulatory and advisory agencies and practices involving both the public and private sectors.
Deleuze (1988, p.75) interpreted governmentality to mean that “there is no State, only state
control”. This effect can be observed in the contemporary management of metropolitan
regions. Such territories may now be governed by an array of neoliberal institutional forms
and relationships in which no single agency retains super ordinate hierarchical methods of
economic or social control but among which government remains able to be expressed
(McGuirk 2003).
Scholars of neoliberal governmentality also argue that this political form is associated
with a specific liberal subjectivity on the part of individuals (Burchell 1993; Hindess 1993;
Dean 1995; Rose 1996). The production of the ‘liberal individual’ through modern state
social and economic practices is viewed as a critical ‘technology’ that underpins the capacity
of the state to avoid direct methods of control and organisation (Foucault 1979). Rather
than deploying direct methods of social control, neoliberal governmentality aspires to
produce a self-regulating liberal subjectivity in which the individual takes on the
responsibility for their own conduct. The housing scholarship of King (2003) which
advocates the adoption of an individual libertarian morality in the government of housing
exemplifies this neoliberal governmentality.
Housing policy scholars have to date been reticent in applying governmentality theory to
the understanding of housing policy processes. Only a few explicitly housing orientated
engagements with governmentality have been put forward in recent years and these have
been quite spatially specific engagements (Flint 2002; McDermott 2004). Flint (2002; 2004)
for example, has examined how tenant behavioural control has become increasingly central
to the function of social housing agencies in the UK and that this suggests a strong
governmental but weak state mode of regulation. There have been few attempts to
comprehend the governmentality of housing assistance a broader macro policy level. There
is clearly scope for a governmentality approach to illuminate the role of the state in housing
policy change under neoliberalism.
The state of The State
An understanding of the role of the state under neoliberalism is critical to comprehending
governmentality in housing policy. Governmentality theory assumes that state control has
become less hierarchical and centralised and more diffuse and dispersed. Deleuze (1992) has
described this shift as a transition from disciplinary societies to ‘societies of control’.
Irrespective of the specific form of government that has emerged observers of neoliberalism
and theorists of governmentality have however tended to overlook a critical feature of
contemporary state practice. This characteristic is the retention by the state of a very strong,
indeed dominant, capacity to determine not only the mode of government that is to be
deployed but the discursive basis for that deployment. Indeed the state remains the primary
site for the articulation of governmental discourse, irrespective of its other activities. The
production, articulation and implementation of housing policy, for example, continues to be
the domain of the state, irrespective of whether the policy specifies a social or a market
mode of action. This ideological or discursive capacity is implicitly recognised in most neoMarxist theorisations of the ‘role of the state’ under capitalism, such as that of Poulantzas
(1973) or Jessop (1982) including the function of ‘state apparatuses’ (Althusser 1971), but is
largely ignored by both governmentality theorists and more conventional political
perspectives.
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In most jurisdictional instances in housing policy, while ‘roll back’ of the state may be
superficially apparent it is the state that establishes whether such roll back should occur and
determines the specific characteristics of that rollback. The existing state comprises part of
the political and economic context that Peck and Tickell (2002) have observed affecting
how neoliberalism is practiced in different geographical jurisdictions. The state continues to
define the reality and dimensions of its own practices even if those practices may change.
Neoliberalism may therefore be comprehended as a doctrine of the state, not opposed to it
(1979).
This feature of contemporary state practice deserves further investigation and discussion
because it has important implications for our assessments of the import of neoliberalism and
the perceived opposition of this doctrine to the state. If neoliberalism is ‘of the state’ then it
may be influenced by influencing the state. I describe the problem of accounting for the
production of a definable governable reality by the state as a problem of ‘statementality’.
This term reflects the observation made by Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) regarding the
symbolic power of language. Symbolic power for Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992, p.148) is
the “power to constitute the given by stating it, to act upon the world by acting upon the
representation of the world” (1992, p.148). Statementality is the ongoing capacity of the
state to constitute its own condition and to define the parameters of its own actions.
Recognising the ongoing symbolic power of the state to constitute social reality mitigates
the anxieties that many feel regarding the ‘withdrawal’, ‘withering’ or ‘roll back’ of the state.
While state practices may have changed, the power of the state to define the reality of its
own existence endures. The state remains the focal point of discursive and ideological
production even if it has altered the specific practices through which it governs the reality of
the world. The claims of state withdrawal therefore deserve serious scrutiny lest we
uncritically adopt such perceptions. Topalev (1979, p.446) reminded us that “[a] minimum
of epistemological vigilance requires us to question the nature of what the state baptises as
housing reality”. We must be mindful of this injunction when the state advises of its own reimagined neoliberal reality, in housing or in other policy spheres.
The remainder of this paper examines four examples of recent policy change to ask three
questions: how has housing policy been re-imagined?; how does this re-imagining of
housing reflect neoliberal governmentality?; and what is the role of the state in these
processes of housing policy change?. The four case studies are those of the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Australia and New Zealand. These cases provide a useful
comparative range in terms of the historical tenure balance between social and private
housing provision, and in terms of the extent of encroachment of neoliberal doxa (Bourdieu
and Wacquant 2001) into the objects, subjects and relations of housing assistance. Given the
broad theoretical ambition and the four-nation empirical scope, the analysis engages with
housing policy imagination and change at the level of the overall policy framework, rather
than delving in detail to examine specific instances of policy change.
The state of housing in the United Kingdom
During the immediate post-WWII period the UK invested substantially in public housing
operated by local municipalities, producing a Council housing tenure and stock that rose
from a negligible level in the 1910s to 31 per cent by 1980 (Ball 1983, p.2). UK housing
policy was organised around the constitution of housing as a ‘merit good’ and the state
imagined its role as ensuring a supply of housing adequate to accommodate all citizens
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(Whitehead 1993). Under conditions of emerging neoliberalism in the late 1970s and early
1980s, the privatisation of Council began through the Right-to-Buy scheme promoted by the
Thatcher Conservative government. The governmental conception of housing changed at
this time from an object that was best provided by the state to a good that was best provided
by the individual. With privatisation in the 1980s and 1990s the the tenure share of Council
housing declined to 22.4 per cent by 1990 (Whitehead 1993, p.118) and 14 per cent by 2002
(Office of National Statistics 2004, p.36). While Right-to-Buy lost momentum in the 1990s
1.6 million households had purchased dwellings through the scheme by 2000 (DETR 2000).
The Conservative government also began a process of ‘demunicipalisation’ that transferred
large numbers of Council dwellings to non-profit Registered Social Landlords or Housing
Associations. This stock transfer program had the governmental objective of improving
efficiency and responsiveness of social housing provision while reducing the scale of local
housing monopolies. Between 1988, when the program began, to 2001, 600,000 dwellings
were transferred to RSLs in England alone.
Policies such as Right-to-Buy and the demunicipalisation program may appear as the
‘withdrawal’ of the state. Yet the state drove the policies and was the determining force in
the imagination of reduced state housing activity. Privatisation occurred at the behest of and
was directly facilitated by the state. The social and symbolic power of the state has remained
strong.
Re-constituting UK housing assistance
A Labour government was elected in 1997 and articulated a new neoliberal discourse of
housing assistance. The neoliberal constitution of housing under Labour is partly
continuous with that of the preceding Conservative regime. The private market remains a
dominant object in Labour’s housing imagination. Private home ownership is now strongly
supported and Labour expresses neoliberal anxieties about direct state control of housing
supply. This new state imagination of housing policy retains support for collective and social
housing provision even if this provision is dispersed among many new quasi-independent
social housing entities.
The green paper Quality and Choice: A Decent Home For All (DETR 2000) states in
detail the government’s imagined order of housing across the three major sectors in the UK
– private rental, home-ownership and social rental – as well as articulating the constitution of
the role of demand subsidies within this discursive arrangement. The green paper is too
extensive to consider in substantial detail here. However it suffices to identify the essential
elements and how government is constituted through this regime.
In the green paper public tenants have been transformed from passive recipients of state
beneficence to rational choice-oriented housing consumers who select among a range of
alternative sources of housing that which most closely matches their self-identified needs
and purchasing capacity (King 2003; Marsh 2004). This deployment of the ‘rational
consumer’ of housing signifies a neoliberal governmentality in operation. Rather than
government determining the need experienced by a given individual or household and the
type of housing that is appropriate to them, the individual is required to determine and
exercise ‘choice’ in selecting housing that meets their own needs among various sectors of
housing provision. The state imagines the transformative power of the rational consumer
subjectivity bringing utopian results:
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Applicants for social housing who are more involved in decisions about their new homes are
more likely to have a longer term commitment to the locality. This will promote more
sustainable communities at village, town and city level. It will increase personal well-being,
and help to reduce anti-social behaviour, crime, stress and educational under-achievement.
(DETR 2000)
The critical practical imperative for government is thus to ensure the presence of a range of
quasi non-governmental housing providers that are sufficiently administratively efficient to
ensure the clear expression of consumer choices.
The Green Paper also proposed a series of administrative reconfigurations for social
housing, including inward financial investment, diversification of housing provision agencies,
price-oriented rent-setting procedures, greater managerial efficiency and provision of greater
dwelling selection to tenants. Of these changes two are particularly pertinent –
diversification of social housing providers and greater dwelling choice. Diversification of
provision has largely been achieved through the transfer of Local Council housing to
Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) or Housing Associations. Tenant choice in housing
provider was to be achieved by increasing tenant involvement in the management of RSLs
and allowing RSLs to target particular tenant groups whose needs they could then be ‘more
responsive and sensitive to’ (DETR 2000, p.60).
A further feature of the green paper reforms has been the attempt to institute greater
national uniformity in the pricing of social housing. A ‘lack of coherence (Marsh 2004,
p.190) in rental pricing systems for social housing is viewed as generating inefficiencies and
inadequacies in the social sector with implications for rational consumers. Walker and
Marsh (2003, p.2024) suggest that UK social rents ‘give tenants little incentive to optimise
their housing consumption’. The Housing Green Paper addresses these perceived problems
through a new rent setting formula that simulates market rent-setting while constraining
actual rents in relation to local households’ capacities to pay for housing (Marsh 2004).
Some have viewed the broad shifts signalled by Quality and Choice: A decent home for
all as marking a transition from a ‘command’ model to a ‘social market’ (Kemeny 1995)
model of housing governance (Stephens et al. 2003). In contrast, a governmentality
perspective suggests that the ‘social market’ is as much an object that is constituted by
government as is the conventional bureaucratic ‘command’ method. What remains critical,
however, to understanding the post-2000 UK housing reforms is their imagination of new
policy objects – choice, responsibility – and new subjectivities on the part of tenants and
housing agencies. The autonomous consumer is a product of neoliberal government and
attempts to constitute the social housing tenants as ‘autonomous’ consumers are directly
dependent on the regulatory capacity of government. Statementality and the ‘conduct of
conduct’ remain integral to the entire rearrangement of housing in the UK under the Quality
and Choice policy.
This section has focused in limited detail on the UK context, but this basic problem of
understanding government not as something that is extended or withdrawn but as social
force that persists despite changes to the material practices by which is it constituted,
remains common to housing policy across many jurisdictions. Similar effects are apparent in
the systems of the Netherlands.
Housing policy change in the Netherlands
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The Netherlands has a long history of state involvement in housing provision and assistance
dating from the early-20th Century. By the mid-1990s the social sector comprised 40 per
cent of total Netherlands housing stock (Boelhower 2002). There is little social stigma
associated with social housing (Priemus 1996) partly because a large proportion of the
population is housed by the social sector. Landlord autonomy was historically limited and
rents were required to follow a trendhuurbeleid or ‘rent trend’ price policy set by the state
(Hoekstra 2003).
Consumer demand and government policy stimulated a shift to private home-ownership
during the 1980s and 1990s (Dieleman 1999). Government premiekoopregelingen or
‘premium house purchase regulations’ were critical to this change as they granted premiums
to home purchasers if certain conditions regarding the price of the dwelling and household
incomes were satisfied. This gave the government indirect influence over the production
and price setting of newly built owner-occupied dwellings (Hoekstra 2003). While the
market was involved, it was highly shaped by government policy settings.
A much stronger emphasis on the use of market processes in the provision of housing
occurred after 1989 (Boelhower 2002) with housing perceived less as a ‘merit good’ and
more as a market object. The 1993 Decree on the Subsidised Rented Sector (Dieleman
1999) changed the operation of the housing association sector by requiring social landlords
to retire debt while also instituting five ‘accountability themes’, namely: provision of housing
for those unable to sufficiently obtain suitable housing for themselves; monitoring quality of
newly constructed and existing dwellings; involving tenants in housing management; sound
financial practices; and promoting a high quality of life within residential neighbourhoods
and estates (Dieleman 1999). In 1995 supply subsidies were abolished and demand-oriented
housing allowances became the primary direct instrument of housing assistance for modestand low-income households in the Netherlands (Priemus and Kemp 2004).
The 1993-1995 re-imagining of housing assistance in the Netherlands was followed in
2000 by the new government memorandum on housing titled What People Want Where
People Live ( MHSPE 2001). This document has set the subsequent agenda for housing
policy in the Netherlands during the early part of this decade. In What People Want Where
People Live the state imagines housing policy as a relationship between three housing
objects (MHSPE 2001, p.5). The first major object is choice. The purpose of housing
policy in the Netherlands is to expand the magnitude of this object possessed by the primary
subject of housing policy – the individual – who is constituted as a consumer expressing
personal desires and preferences for housing. Choice for consumers is positioned in this
discursive arrangement to two other objects – the social collective and the market. The
social collective is however constituted as being of greater importance than individual choice
such that restrictions are placed on the individual’s expression of personal preference. The
market object is constituted as capable of providing housing but requires ‘hands on’
governmental control to protect weaker consumers.
The new apprehension of the individual consumer as the primary subject of housing
policy is clearly and deliberately enunciated in the Netherlands housing policy. Thus the
policy perceives “an ongoing process of individualisation and emancipation in the housing
market” in which people “want more say” in their housing (MHSPE 2001, p.5). The state
seeks to achieve this further empowerment of the housing policy subject by “placing the
individual in the limelight” (MHSPE 2001, p.5) where they are required to “assume more
responsibility” for their housing (MHSPE 2001, p.7). The government also imagines
freedom of choice being impeded by various obstacles which the state must act to remove
by: ensuring the financial capacity of the individual; fostering the social skills of the
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individual; ensuring the housing supply; promoting the participation of the individual; and
constructing an appropriate institutional framework. Freedom is produced by state
intervention, not state absence.
The changes to the Netherlands housing assistance arrangements during the present
decade are yet to be fully realised. However it is possible to reflect on the way that the shifts
observed in the Netherlands involve a change in the mode of governmental constitution and
practices of housing policy, and what the implications are for understanding the role of the
state.
As has been the case in the UK the Netherlands housing policy has shifted markedly to
comprehend the market as a much more capable housing object than was the case until
relatively recently. The subject of housing has also been transformed from being a member
of a broader social collective to being a consuming autonomous social-individual exercising
choice within a housing market that offers housing matched with the individual’s
preferences. The social character of housing has changed from being a good that all
members of society could relatively easily access to being differentiated on the basis of
tenure and affordability within the context of market processes. While most individuals or
households will be constituted as owner-occupiers, the remainder, less socially capable
groups will be directed to the social rented sector.
Critical to this transformation of housing policy in the Netherlands, as in the UK
however, is the enduring capacity of the state as the legitimate site of enunciation of the
governmental order of housing. It is the state that has enunciated this changed order of
housing policy and articulated the altered subjects and objects of housing policy. Similarly, it
is the state that will undertake the process of governing the empirical social practices of
housing policy to effect and enact this new discursive order. Despite the identification of
the market as the new force in the housing system the state remains the overall dominant
discursive force. The state retains control through its deployment of an order of housing
that it determines.
Housing assistance in New Zealand
The New Zealand case demonstrates perhaps the greatest extent of the neoliberal
governmental imagination of housing policy as the ‘reality’ of housing. The New Zealand
example assists to demonstrate the extent to which neoliberal governmentality comprehends
housing, but that this necessarily relies on a strong state capacity to undertake this process of
imagining. By the early 1980s, New Zealand operated a mixed housing assistance policy,
similar to that operating in comparable jurisdictions such as Australia or Canada. The
majority of rental housing assistance was provided through a ‘bricks and mortar’ supply
subsidy administered by the government Housing Corporation of New Zealand (HCNZ).
In the early 1980s, the HCNZ held almost 58,000 rental houses (Housing Corporation of
New Zealand 1984) with rents were calculated at 25 per cent of tenant income.
Following the election of a Labour government in 1984, New Zealand’s public policies
began to emphasize the role of markets as allocation mechanisms for public resources
(Kelsey 1995; Boston et al. 1996). The Housing Corporation of New Zealand became one of
the targets of deregulation and rationalization, due both to its large bureaucratic size and
substantial mortgage and rental housing assets. The Corporation avoided privatization in the
1980s but, like many other state sector agencies, was required to implement quasicommercial managerial changes (Housing Corporation of New Zealand 1989).
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After the 1990 election a newly elected National Party government accelerated and
expanded the Labour’s program of neoliberal public sector restructuring including
privatization of many state assets. The government also instituted a series of cuts to welfare
policies, including a universal 10 per cent reduction in welfare benefits in 1991.
Housing assistance was radically restructured (Luxton 1991). The supply subsidy provided
via income-related social rents was replaced with a universal demand subsidy – the
Accommodation Supplement – while the Housing Corporation was required to operate as a
commercial enterprise, charging market rents to low-income tenants. The changes were
phased in between 1993 and 1995. While the policy was abandoned in 2001, it is of interest
in understanding neoliberal governmentality in practice.
These changes to New Zealand’s housing policy were informed by highly dogmatic a
neoliberal governmental imagination of the proper conduct of economic and social agents
(see New Zealand Treasury 1987). This governmentality determined that the only way in
which housing could be provided efficiently was for the full market price of supplying the
housing to be made apparent. Furthermore, it was considered appropriate that the state
should not distort the housing tenure preferences of low-income renters by providing
different subsidy levels to state tenants compared to demand subsidized private rental
tenants in similar circumstances (Luxton 1991), irrespective of the greater support needs of
some groups . And because the delivery of a supply subsidy did not expose the Housing
Corporation to market competition, this lack of market exposure was perceived as providing
insufficient incentive to the agency to supply housing efficiently and effectively. Commercial
discipline was the neoliberal prescription for this perceived inadequacy.
The simulated market
The problem of governmentality in the operation of the market rents model and the
accommodation supplement demand subsidy of the state in housing is demonstrated by two
features of the New Zealand regime. These features also signify the active ongoing
presence, rather than withdrawal of the state in housing under neoliberalism. The first relates
to the role of state officials in setting the payment rates for the Accommodation
Supplement. In the allowance formula a number of variables control the payment provided
to a given housing assistance recipient. Setting the values for these variables requires a
process of determination by state officials (Jensen 1994). Thus the New Zealand model
required sufficient knowledge on the part of the state to comprehend the operation of the
housing market, the rent burden experienced by low-income households, and the apposite
level of demand subsidy necessary to ameliorate affordability difficulties. The attempt to
inculcate a market rationality among housing agencies and the recipients of housing
assistance is therefore entirely dependent for its operation on the capacities of the state to
determine the settings by which that system will operate.
This observation demonstrates the irony of the New Zealand expression of
neoliberalism in housing. The establishment of a market system is dependent on a strong
‘statementality’ for its constitution and operation. At most New Zealand’s market rents
housing policy created a ‘simulated market’ in which the government retained directive
control the major instruments of the policy through either the Accommodation Supplement
or Housing New Zealand and modulated these at its discretion.
The political aspects of the New Zealand policy also deserve some consideration. The
government faced substantial and ongoing political pressure to amend the market rents
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housing policy. From the time of initial implementation to the eventual reversal of the
policy in 2001 the government actively and frequently responded to public pressure by
amending the practices of Housing New Zealand to accommodate considerations other than
market rationality. Behind the apparent market relationships in New Zealand’s housing
policy was the ongoing capacity of the state to determine housing reality and to manipulate
the housing sector. The freedom of the rational consumer in New Zealand remained
contingently determined by the calculations and assessments of state officials. If the
Accommodation Supplement settings were too generous tenants would be ‘inefficient’ in
their housing consumption but if the variables were set too low tenants will suffer hardship
and constrained choice (Jensen 1994). Ironically therefore, the possibility for apparent ‘state
withdrawal’ from housing depends on the perceptual capacities of the state. It is also curious
that a doctrine of government in which the state is viewed as incapable of allocating
resources should retain the centrality of the state in the possibility of its operation.
From a governmentality theoretical perspective, the introduction of the neoliberal model
of housing assistance can thus be comprehended not as an exercise in the state relinquishing
control over the individual, but a shifting, as Foucault (1979) and Deleuze (1992) have
suggested, from direct and hierarchical to modulated, variable and diffuse governmental
control. The state remains closely involved but the mode of intervention has been
transformed from direct administration to distanciated calibration and adjustment of
assistance mechanisms and settings. The mechanisms of assistance and their invocation of
freedom and efficiency as mobilizing concepts merely re-constitute the form of state control
but do not diminish it.
Neoliberal governmentality was partly reconfigured in New Zealand after 2001. Housing
supply assistance is now provided on the basis of state assessed social need rather than
through commercial or market mechanisms. However for those not determined to be
sufficiently needy to receive a state controlled dwelling demand support via a private rental
market housing allowance remains. In expenditure terms, the housing allowance continues
as the dominant mode of delivering housing assistance.
Housing assistance in Australia
The Australian social housing experience also reflects the emergence of neoliberal
governmental arrangements and an associated shift from supply dominated housing
assistance to a predominantly demand-subsidised mode. However the particular political
arrangements operating in Australia have influenced the process of policy change as the
impacts of super ordinate policy shifts at the Federal level are diffracted through divergent
policy and administrative arrangements among the States. The Australian case is also
marked by an uneven and much less explicit programmatic application of neo-liberal
constructs to housing assistance than has applied elsewhere. Australian housing assistance
demonstrates the encroachment of a neoliberal governmentality on housing assistance policy
but also highlights how such governmentality is transfigured by local contexts.
Australia’s main public housing assistance program has operated since 1945, when the
first Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement (CSHA) was created. Within Australia’s
federal governmental structure, periodic CSHAs have provided for Commonwealth financial
assistance to the States, which supply rental housing assistance to individuals and households
via State Housing Authorities (SHAs).
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Because each Australian State and Territory operates its own SHA, specific programs
and policies differ between each, complicating detailed comparison of policy shifts.
Discussion here is restricted to the experience of the state of Victoria, which is often viewed
as an exemplar of the application of neo-liberalism to state-level public policy (Alford and
O'Neill 1994). Necessarily however any Australian account must also examine the
emergence and distribution of neoliberal thought at the Federal sphere (Pusey 1991).
By the early-1980s, Australia had approximately 218,400 units of public housing (Burke
et al. 1984, p.103) with 45,241 in Victoria (Ministry of Housing 1984a, p.14). The 1980s saw
marked increases in Federal contributions to public rental housing, with CSHA public rental
funds increasing annually from $347 million in 1982/1983 to almost $700 million in
1987/1988 while national stock levels increased from approximately 236,000 in 1982 to
approximately 320,000 in 1988 (Persson 1989, p.115). The fiscal cost of Australia’s public
housing program had since the 1970s received attention from economic conservatives with
some observers arguing in favour of neoliberal approaches to housing assistance. Jones
(1972), for example, advocated a demand rather than supply-side approach to housing
assistance. while the Commonwealth Commission of Inquiry into Poverty (Henderson
1975) 1975 argued for greater targeting of public housing allocations to the poorest citizens.
The Australian government initiated a Housing Allowance Voucher Experiment in the late1970s but abandoned the program without completing it (Department of Environment
Housing and Community Development 1976). While the Commonwealth made a number of
attempts to transform the subsidy delivery and housing supply arrangements for public
housing these have largely been unsuccessful relative to basic budget cutting.
Subsidy shifts
As the policy imperatives for public housing funding began to change in the late-1970s and
early-1980s the state re-examined how subsidies were delivered to public tenants. A
particular perception was that the respective roles of the Commonwealth and the States in
the provision of housing assistance should be clarified and reorganised via a model that
implicitly involved a neoliberal purchaser-provider Commonwealth-State split.
A
reorganisation was proposed that would give the Commonwealth responsibility for housing
affordability, while the States would be responsible for with housing supply (Ministry of
Housing 1984b). Such an arrangement would involve the States ensuring a supply of public
housing rented at nominal market rents with the Commonwealth providing sufficient rental
rebate to ensure an agreed income affordability ratio. This arrangement was viewed as
providing greater transparency than the historical matched grants system. Victoria advocated
such a shift in the financial and administrative arrangements for public housing during the
negotiations for the 1987 CSHA (Ministry of Housing 1986). In 1989, a review of housing
assistance retained the existing arrangement although it altered some of the specific
Commonwealth-State financial details.
By the mid-1990s, no substantive changes to the governmental means by which housing
assistance was provided in Australia had occurred. However, by now the Federal state was
seeking to clarify the arrangements for public housing to institute a single entitlement to
housing assistance. A detailed outline of such an arrangement was never released. But
because such a shift would require the assent of the States, the annual Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) meeting between the Commonwealth and the States became the
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venue for this discussion. In 1995, COAG issued a communiqué which articulated the
separation of subsidy assistance and housing supply. COAG sought to:
bring about a fundamental shift in roles and responsibilities entailing the Commonwealth
accepting responsibility for income support and housing affordability and the States and
Territories for housing services and tenancy and property management. The
Commonwealth will rely more on monitoring outcomes to pursue agreed objectives,
thereby giving the States and Territories more flexibility in delivering housing assistance.
(COAG 1995)

While the reference to ‘flexibility’ indicated some of the neoliberal governmentality of
housing assistance there was relatively little detail provided. An implementation program
began in during 1995 but Labor lost the 1996 Federal election and an incoming conservative
Liberal-National coalition government abandoned the proposed reconfigurations in favour
of major cuts to the CSHA budget. The Federal government cut $200 million from the
CSHA during 1997-1998, equating to a $50 million cut to Victoria’s share (Henderson
1997b). This CSHA also required the States to institute changes to their allocation and rent
setting procedures to target public housing to high need groups and to set public housing
rents at the same income proportions as applied with the Rent Assistance demand subsidy
operated via the Federal government income support system.
Victoria responded by instituting a targeted allocation system utilising a ‘segmented
waiting list’ that prioritised public housing applicants in terms of the assessed degree of
social need they suffered (Henderson 1997a, p.3). Subsequently only individuals or
households with multiple and complex social and housing needs would be allocated to
public housing in Victoria.
This exemplifies the Australian mode of neoliberal
governmentality in housing assistance; reduced expenditure is combined with increasing state
scrutiny of the personal circumstances of the subjects of housing policy. Victoria also
responded to the Federal cuts by increasing public housing rents from 20 per cent of income
to 25 per cent for new tenants and 23 per cent for existing tenants (Office of Housing 1998).
The late-1990s CSHA cuts led the Victorian government contemplated the privatisation of
public housing, but dropped this scheme on the advice of its housing officials. Since 1999
there have been few substantial changes to public housing policy in Victoria.
Since the mid-1990s under the conservative Federal rule, supply assistance for public
housing has undergone an overall, albeit uneven, decline. By comparison, demand subsidies
which rely on recipients individual consumption decisions within the private rental market
have become dominant (Figure 2). While housing demand assistance has been used in
Australia since the late-1950s (Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 2001), it is
only since the late-1980s (Social Security Review 1987) that this assistance mode has
achieved prominence in the Australian housing assistance mix. As has been the case in other
jurisdictions, the growing importance of demand subsidisation in Australia marks the
incremental shift towards a neoliberal mode of government of housing from a hierarchical
and direct mode of assistance provision to a modulated control-oriented mode of provision.
This increase in the importance of Rent Assistance as a mode of housing subsidy
delivery has been gradual and has gone largely unnoticed by the broader Australian polity
except for a few housing researchers and advocates (for example Hulse 2002). However the
rise in demand subsidisation as the dominant method of providing housing assistance
signifies the encroachment of neoliberalism into Australian housing policy, however
incremental.
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The Australian case differs from the UK, Netherlands or New Zealand cases as the
Australian state has never made a single and comprehensive statement regarding the
appropriate disposition of housing subjects or the arrangements for housing assistance. The
shift to a neoliberal housing governmentality was announced in these other jurisdictions via
specific documents that articulate in detail the re-imagined housing order (Luxton 1991;
DETR 2000; MHSPE 2001). In the Australian case, the fragmented and uneven political
path to instituting an neoliberal housing governmentality has mean no single document
describes in broad spread the re-imagining of housing assistance. The encroachment of
neoliberalism in Australian housing policy is apparent in various CSHA agreements and in
the various statements produced by the States’ housing agencies over time. Australian
‘statementality’ is thus less overt than in the other cases, but in terms of empirical practice
appears remarkably similar.
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Figure 2

Commonwealth government housing assistance expenditure on the CHSA
and Commonwealth Rent Assistance, 1992-2002 (in 2001/2002 dollars)

Conclusions: Housing, neoliberalism and government
The four case studies presented above have examined how neoliberal imaginations of
housing assistance have emerged and have been articulated in the housing policies of four
developed nations. In each case the indicators of neoliberal governmentality are apparent.
In each case the state remains a dominant force in the production of re-imagined housing
policy and in the specification of the subjectivities and objects that the state perceives and
manipulates in the achievement of governmental objectives. While the adoption of
neoliberal concepts and practices in housing is temporally and practically uneven across the
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four case studies, there remains an abiding and powerful ‘statementality’ that acts to
articulate and determine the specific housing assistance practices. Understanding this
statementality assists to comprehend the perceived ‘roll back’ and subsequent ‘roll out’ of the
state not in terms of practices of provision, but in terms of practices of conceptualisation
and imagination. From such a perspective we can see that the state remains a strong
discursive force in housing matters even if it’s modes of social and economic intervention
may have altered.
The changes in housing assistance appear to reflect a general shift towards neoliberal
housing assistance in three critical ways. First the individual rational consumer has been
placed at the centre of housing policy. This marks a shift away from a previous unitary
subjectivity of generalised poverty. The individual is now perceived as possessing a
multivalent set of preferences that guide individual choice of housing. Second, the case
studies display an increasing use of housing allowances in the provision of housing
assistance. Rather than relying on bureaucratic methods of assistance delivery housing
subsidies are increasingly provided through cash transfers, the expenditure of which is left to
the individual to determine. Finally, the state retains a strong role under neoliberal housing
policy, but rather than intervening directly in housing governmental techniques now
emphasise the constitution of rational housing consumers and the modulation of demand
and preferences through adjustments to the subsidy and institutional frameworks that
support and maintain this individual subjectivity.
The state remains central to the housing system in two ways. First the state retains its
dominant historical capacity to constitute, through discursive practices, the order of housing
objects and subjects. In each of the four case studies, the state has made definite assertions
concerning: the socio-psychological complexion of housing assistance recipients; the
institutional frameworks that will govern the provision of housing assistance; and the nature
of state action in housing. These are set out in the respective state documents that
announced the new regimes (Luxton 1991; DETR 2000; MHSPE 2001). While
statementality in housing is less pronounced in the Australian case the legitimate authority to
assert and define the imagined order of housing remains that of the state. While the actions
of the state may have altered under neoliberalism, this statementality remains.
Second government retains the capacity to effect the imagined order of housing through
the institution of empirical practices of housing assistance and is the entity that is able
through housing assistance practices to make ‘real’ and apparent the abstract objects and
subjects of housing discourse. The specific empirical practices of housing assistance may
have altered in recent decades but their governmental essence continues. Many
commentators have viewed the state as having ‘rolled back’ while some now perceive a ‘roll
out’ (Peck and Tickell 2002). The state remains as discursively pervasive as previously, even
if the particular discourse of housing that the state enunciates may have altered, and with it
so too have the empirical practices of housing policy.
These observations suggest two implications for housing policy. First, in the absence of
threats to its legitimacy – these seem few despite the apparent shrinkage of neoliberalism –
the state will remain the primary discursive site through which the objects and subjects of
housing policy are conceived, articulated and apprehended. It is conceivable that some other
force may articulate a new order of housing assistance that the state adopts, but for this to
occur the state would have to adopt this new order as its own in which case the notion of
‘statementality’ would continue to apply.
Second, the imperative remains for housing scholars to both critically interrogate the
objects and subjects articulated by the state as to their basis in social, economic and cultural
14

practice. In doing so we must also comprehend that this injunction applies equally to those
statements in which the state articulates its negative disengagement from direct government
as much as it expresses its positive engagement with the government of housing. As critical
scholars we must continue to assess the role of the state in imagining the ‘rolling’ of the
state.
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